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RUSSIA  Lighting up the sky above
Rockefeller Plaza
In the last few years, Crocus Group Company
has been developing in Moscow city centre a
network of conceptual shopping malls named
VEGAS, a new generation of multifunctional
entertainment complexes offering the best
shopping, amusement and food experience
ever. VEGAS Crocus City, the first mall of this
series, was opened in June 2011, VEGAS
Kashirskoye was inaugurated at the end of
May 2014, while...

read more...

GRIVEN Silver Sponsor at the PLDC
2017 in Paris
Owing to its constant growth in the
architectural lighting market and increasing
proximity to the lighting designers’ world,
GRIVEN has decided to become a Silver
Sponsor at the next PLDC, which will be held
in Paris in November 2017. Following the
footsteps of its sister companies .hess and
WILA, that have already successfully
supported this meeting in the past years,
GRIVEN is getting ready...

read more...

MoLED Graphic: An advanced digital
experience
Packed with the highest technology and
undivided attention to sustainability and long
lasting efficiency, MoLED GRAPHIC 20 and 40
are advanced digital experience inground

are advanced digital experience inground
LED profiles that can enable an endless layout
of patterns and graphics displays. These high
impact IP67 linear units feature an extremely
compact size and a lightweight manageability
for inground use indoors and outdoors and
are...

read more...

Don't look anywhere else! Same power
consumption, almost 30% more
output!!
Owing to a constant technological
improvement, an incessant components
upgrade and an uninterrupted product
development, which are constantly brought
about within our company, our lighting
fixtures are susceptible to a constantly
improving performance in terms of light
output, colour rendering, luminous flux,
reliability and durability. We are therefore
glad to inform you that the very last
versions...

read more...

A further step towards the utmost light
customization
A new line of light shaping tools and
accessories has been recently developed by
our engineers in order to endow with peculiar
and highly required features the wide offer of
our linear bars of the S series and of our
round shaped surface mount fixtures.
Meeting the most demanding lighting design
prerequisites, these professional tools allow
lighting designers to manage the light beam
direction, to...

read more...

Guangzhou International Lighting
Exhibition 2016
Guangzhou International Lighting Exhibition
is Asia's most comprehensive lighting...

read more...
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